The Qt Command Center is a powerful enterprise software application that allows administrators to remotely manage multiple networked QtPro Sound Masking systems.

The user friendly software makes accessing Sound Masking control modules on a corporate LAN a breeze, eliminating the need to access them physically. The Qt Command Center helps large facilities ensure optimal system performance from anywhere in the world.

The Qt Command Center makes it easy to:

- Access control modules on the network via IP address
- Control core Sound Masking settings from one simple dashboard
- Access an individual control module’s web-based monitoring and control software
- Label control modules with descriptions or locations
- Associate maps and graphics for customization
- Organize and display all controllers in a hierarchy based on location
- Export settings for easy backup or transfer
- Copy and paste settings from one controller to another

About Cambridge Sound Management

Cambridge Sound Management, Inc. manufactures QtPro sound masking systems to help organizations across multiple industries protect speech privacy, reduce noise distractions, and fuel workplace productivity. Powered by direct-field Quiet Technology, QtPro works by emitting a uniform, barely perceptible background sound at the frequencies of human speech. Cost effective and easy to install, QtPro is deployed in hundreds of millions of square feet of space throughout the world including commercial organizations, healthcare facilities, financial services, government agencies, and educational institutions.
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